Ford Super Duty®
Customer-Placed Trailer Camera
Also Available With Trailer Tire Pressure Monitoring System

Helps Improve Rearward Vision When Backing Up A Trailer
Back up your trailer with greater confidence and a clearer view with a Customer-Placed Trailer Camera.

accessories.ford.com
Back up your Trailer with Confidence!

Customer-Placed Trailer Cameras provide a clearer view of what’s behind your trailer.

Add more capability to your Super Duty® camera technology with a Customer-Placed Trailer Camera.

When installed on the back of your trailer, the Customer-Placed Trailer Camera automatically engages when the vehicle is shifted in Reverse, providing excellent visibility of objects behind the trailer through the center stack screen. The trailer’s centerline, rear orientation and guidelines are shown within the display, helping the driver identify the trailer’s proximity to objects behind it. With it, the tough task of backing up trailers can be handled so much easier.

- Available for 2017-18 Super Duty® F-250/F-350/F-450 Pickups equipped with optional SYNC®3 (913) and Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System (874)
- Also available with Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) for trailer tires
- Installation requires that the Super Duty must be factory equipped with optional SYNC®3 (913) and the Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System (874)
- Camera is water resistant
- Customer-Placed Trailer Camera is NOT included with Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System

Customer-Placed Trailer Camera:
HC32-196490-K

Includes:
- Trailer mountable camera
- Camera views display on screen when vehicle is in reverse
- Camera-mounting bracket and wiring harness for up to a 32-ft. trailer
- Customer must arrange for installation
- Requires SYNC®3 (913) and Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System (874)

Customer-Placed Trailer Camera with TPMS:
HC32-196490-K

Includes:
- Trailer mountable camera
- Camera views display on screen when vehicle is in reverse
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) for trailer tires
- Camera-mounting bracket and wiring harness for up to a 32-ft. trailer
- Customer must arrange for installation
- Requires SYNC®3 (913) and Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System (874)

Important Trailer TPMS Notes:
- Only install sensors on J-type flange wheels with a width greater than 3.5”
- Sensors are only compatible on wheels with 0.452” diameter valve stem hole
- Cannot be used with tube-type tires
- Sensors should only be used with tires rated for 125 PSI or less cold inflation pressure
- Cannot be used with steel carcass tires

Driver Assist Features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle.

Ford Original Accessories will be warranted for whichever provides you with the greatest benefit: 24 months/unlimited miles or the remainder of your Bumper-to-Bumper 3-year/36,000 mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See your Dealer for details and/or a copy of the limited warranty.

Ford Accessories reserves the right to change product specifications and availability at any time without incurring obligations. Please see your local Ford Dealer or visit accessories.ford.com for the most current, up-to-date information.